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Abstract—We present a multirotor Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) control and estimation system for supporting replicable re-
search through realistic simulations and real-world experiments.
We propose a unique multi-frame localization paradigm for
estimating the states of a UAV in various frames of reference using
multiple sensors simultaneously. The system enables complex
missions in GNSS and GNSS-denied environments, including
outdoor-indoor transitions and the execution of redundant es-
timators for backing up unreliable localization sources. Two
feedback control designs are presented: one for precise and
aggressive maneuvers, and the other for stable and smooth
flight with a noisy state estimate. The proposed control and
estimation pipeline are constructed without using the Euler/Tait-
Bryan angle representation of orientation in 3D. Instead, we
rely on rotation matrices and a novel heading-based convention
to represent the one free rotational degree-of-freedom in 3D
of a standard multirotor helicopter. We provide an actively
maintained and well-documented open-source implementation
(http://github.com/ctu-mrs/mrs uav system), including realistic
simulation of UAVs, sensors, and localization systems. The
proposed system is the product of years of applied research on
multi-robot systems, aerial swarms, aerial manipulation, motion
planning, and remote sensing. All our results have been supported
by real-world system deployment that subsequently shaped the
system into the form presented here. In addition, the system
was utilized during the participation of our team from the
Czech Technical University in Prague in the prestigious MBZIRC
2017 and 2020 robotics competitions, and also in the DARPA
Subterranean challenge. Each time, our team was able to secure
top places among the best competitors from all over the world.
On each occasion, the competitions and challenges has motivated
the team to improve the system and to gain a great amount of
high-quality experience within tight deadlines.
Index Terms—Aerial Systems: Mechanics and Control, Aerial
Systems: Applications, Software, Middleware and Programming
Environments, Education Robotics
I. INTRODUCTION
The field of mobile robotics is steadily advancing to-
wards smart, small and intelligent mobile agents, capable
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Fig. 1: Multirotor UAV platforms equipped for various scenarios
carried out by the system presented here.
of autonomously solving complex tasks. Existing Unmanned
Ground Vehicle (UGV) platforms already offer researchers
complex functions (Clearpath Robotics1, ETH ANYmal2).
Ground robotics research tends to focus on high-level systems
such as mission autonomy, robot localization, environment
mapping, and remote sensing. Platforms such as the Boston
Dynamics Spot3 are out of the box equipped with auto-
matic localization, mapping, path tracking, and navigation
in an environment. However, UAVs, specifically multirotor
helicopters, are still under intensive investigation in a wide
range of research on all levels of their technological tree.
Research in UAVs is still being carried in underlying fields
of dynamic system modeling [1], automatic feedback control
[2], and trajectory optimization [3]. These fields are vital for
understanding and for realizing autonomous flying machines
capable of supporting research in higher-level sub-systems for
autonomous navigation through an environment, for remote
sensing, and for multi-agent systems. Only a handful of UAV
platforms are suited for research out of the box, and the
researchers are most often tasked with developing full-stack
UAV control and guidance to support the needs of these
platforms.
Multirotor UAVs are capable of traversing 3D space and are
often chosen for exploration and remote sensing in cluttered
environments [4], especially when ground robots might fail.
Their interesting dynamics makes them still a common choice
for demonstrating novel techniques in control theory [5]. In
addition, their flight properties, most of all the ability to
hover, make them excellent for carrying sensors and for aiding
research in distributed and remote sensing. Due to the inherent
instability of multirotor dynamics, a continuously-updated
feedback control loop is necessary to maintain stable flight.
1http://clearpathrobotics.com
2http://rsl.ethz.ch/robots-media/anymal
3http://www.bostondynamics.com/spotc© 2020 IEEE, submitted to IEEE Transactions on Robotics
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2This emphasizes the importance of the onboard localization,
state estimation, and control software. Failure of this software
threatens the vehicle itself and its surroundings.
Experimental verification of novel methods for UAV sys-
tems is nowadays becoming a standard in application-oriented
research. However, this comes at the cost of obtaining and
maintaining an experimental platform, preferably with a realis-
tic simulation environment. This task is especially demanding
if the platform is intended for use outside laboratory condi-
tions. Replicating and validating existing research and com-
paring it to novel proposed approaches is a necessary part of
the research process. We argue that novel methods in applied
robotics should be published together with materials necessary
for replicating the results. Although the amount of cutting-
edge research published with enclosed sources is increasing,
the situation is not yet ideal. A positive trend is most prominent
in machine learning, in computer vision, and in Simultaneous
Localization And Mapping systems (SLAMs). Sadly, research
groups rarely release all parts of their experimental and testing
systems, making their results difficult to validate and replicate.
Furthermore, research in the field of UAV control is typically
limited to non-realistic simulations and, in many cases no
implementation in a real UAV exists. To solve this, the robotics
community has been collaborating on developing application
frameworks [6], [7], [8] that unify the way for algorithms of
different origin to interact and form complex robotics systems.
The emergence of such frameworks helps to create systems
that are reusable across research groups.
The Robot Operating System (ROS) [9] is one of many mid-
dleware robotics frameworks [8], [7], [6], [10], [11], [12]. ROS
has several features that have raised it to the most prominent
framework among UAV researchers. Renowned sensor manu-
factures such as Velodyne, Ouster, Terabee, Garmin, MatrixVi-
sion and Intel are making a significant effort to provide ROS
drivers for their products. State-of-the-art research in computer
vision and in SLAM algorithms is often accompanied by
functioning ROS implementations of the published methods
[13], [14], [15]. Finally, open-source robotic simulators such
Gazebo4 and CoppeliaSim5 (previously V-REP) provide inte-
gration with ROS. These features allow researchers to focus
their research more narrowly rather than on implementation
aspects of a whole robotics pipeline. However, even with such
advances, many tasks remain unsolved on the way to a real-
world UAV platform for research, especially to platforms that
can perform outside laboratory conditions.
Through this publication, we intend to share our full-stack
UAV platform with all essential capabilities for research,
development, and testing of novel methods. Our system is
a product of many years of development in various robotic
projects. The proposed platform has provided support for state-
of-the-art research and has resulted in dozens of high-quality
publications in cooperation with several research groups.
These works have focused on particular applications and on
relevant research, but the underlying system will be thoroughly
described and published for the first time in this manuscript.
4Gazebo simulator, http://gazebosim.org
5http://www.coppeliarobotics.com
We offer a modular and extensible open-source platform,
together with a complex simulation environment. The platform
is suited for both indoor and outdoor use, with an emphasis
on onboard multi-sensor fusion to allow safe execution of
experiments outside laboratory conditions (see Fig. 1 for a
showcase of our hardware platforms). We propose a pair of
feedback controllers that satisfy the needs of a wide range of
applications, ranging from fast and aggressive flight to stable
flight using unreliable sensors producing noisy data.
A. State-of-the art
Research-focused UAVs are most commonly equipped with
a low-level embedded flight controller. Available flight con-
trollers [16] range from feature-packed open-source systems,
such as Pixhawk, to proprietary commercial units manufac-
tured by DJI. Pixhawk is often used in research projects
(including our project), typically running either of the two
open-source firmwares: PX4 [17] and ArduPilot6. Although
all of these flight stacks provide sophisticated features up
to waypoint tracking and mission execution, the features are
rarely used within real-world applications. Instead, researchers
use other onboard computers to execute a custom localization
system, state estimators, and flight controllers, and only low-
level control commands are provided for the embedded flight
controller.
Several comparable UAV systems have been published and
released. The RotorS [18] simulator is an initial release for the
Aeroworks EU project7. It provides Gazebo-based simulation
of the now discontinued Ascending Technologies UAV system.
The control pipeline features are basic, with little potential
for transfer to real-world conditions. The system does not
appear to be kept up-to-date, which gradually diminishes
its usability and applicability. Moreover, the latest supported
version of ROS is ROS Kinetic, which potentially provides
lower compatibility with newer hardware and software.
OpenUAV8 [19] is a UAV swarm simulation testbed. The
system does not appear to allow transfer to a real-world
setting, and is designed only to support prototyping of basic
research in swarming. The UAVs are assumed to be controlled
and localized solely using an embedded flight controller with
PX4 firmware. This is comparable hardly with the numerous
sensors and localization systems that our system allows to
simulate and to be used in a real-world scenario.
ReCOPTER9 [20] proposes an open-source multirotor sys-
tem for research. The available materials were released as
supporting material for the published paper. However, no
software was attached, and the materials have not been updated
since. Similarly, a framework for drone control using the Vicon
localization system named MAVwork10 [21] was published in
2011, but has not been updated since. Although sources were
made available, they offered only basic features that would be
difficult to transfer into a real-world scenario.
6http://ardupilot.org/
7Aeroworks EU project, http://www.aeroworks2020.eu.
8OpenUAV, http://github.com/Open-UAV
9ReCOPTER, http://github.com/thedinuka/ReCOPTER
10MAVwork, http://github.com/uavster/mavwork
3The XTDrone11 [22] simulation testbed offers many com-
plex functionalities that are comparable with our proposed
system, including simulation of onboard sensors and complex
localization systems. However, the control pipeline relies en-
tirely on the PX4 embedded control software. This signifi-
cantly limits any transfer to a custom hardware platform, or
even the ability to simulate realistic conditions using onboard
localization systems. Thus, the use of XTDrone outside labora-
tory conditions is mostly limited to Global Positioning System
(GPS)-localized flight in a non-cluttered outdoor environment.
The full-stack Aerostack system12 [23], [24] was designed
for deployment of multirotor UAVs. The system is continu-
ously being updated, and it offers an option to transfer to a
real-world platform. The downside of the system is its reliance
on the proprietary DJI embedded flight controllers, which offer
only desired attitude reference commands. This is a limiting
factor in comparison with our proposed system, where the
attitude rate command offers much more precise and smoother
control authority over the UAV motion.
Besides the Aerostack system, no other existing platform
provides a full-stack system for a multirotor UAV that is
actively being supported and updated. Many publications pro-
vide accompanying software sources that are released without
being further updated. By contrast, we have decided to publish
and release our working system with all its components to
allow members of the research community, research teams,
and students to engage in UAV research as effortlessly as
possible. We aim to provide a thoroughly-documented open-
source system to allow researchers and students to shorten
their initial learning curve and to focus on their research
instead of developing yet another control pipeline. In our case,
the future continuity of our system is supported for use in
the next 5+ years through our numerous activities in projects
supported by European grants13 and by national grants14.
The proposed platform is provided with two control designs
— extended SE(3) geometric tracking [25] for agile and
aggressive flight, and the novel MPC controller for stable flight
using a potentially unreliable state estimate. However, we
highlight the modularity of our platform, which can easily be
extended with new control approaches as needed. The survey
of UAV controllers provides a rich list of potentially useful
control techniques [26]. For example, a novel adaptive back-
stepping controller [27], [28] may provide better performance
during aggressive maneuvers, thanks to the included rotor drag
compensation. The proposed extension to geometric tracking
on SE(3) [25] can be further improved with remarks from [29]
to provide robust control to bounded uncertainties. Further-
more, nonlinear Model Predictive Control (MPC) controllers
are becoming popular [30], [31], [32], thanks to their inherent
ability to deal with obstacle avoidance. However, when dealing
not just with theoretical work but also with the deployment
of UAVs in real-world conditions, we favor practicality over
complexity. We therefore propose the use of relatively simple
11XTDrone, http://github.com/robin-shaun/XTDrone
12Aerostack, http://github.com/Vision4UAV/Aerostack
13https://aerial-core.eu, http://rci.cvut.cz
14http://mrs.felk.cvut.cz
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Fig. 2: The image depicts the world frameW = {eˆ1, eˆ2, eˆ3} in which
the 3D position and the orientation of the UAV body is expressed.
The body frame B = {bˆ1, bˆ2, bˆ3} relates to W by the translation
r = [x, y, z]ᵀ and by rotation Rᵀ. The UAV heading vector h, which
is a projection of bˆ1 to the plane span (eˆ1, eˆ2), forms the heading
angle η = atan2
(
bˆᵀ1eˆ2, bˆ
ᵀ
1eˆ1
)
= atan2
(
h(2),h(1)
)
.
controllers (described further in Sec. V), with well tractable
performance.
B. Contributions
The proposed system goes beyond existing systems with
• a novel bank-of-filters estimator design that overcomes
challenges with diverse sensory equipment,
• a heading-oriented control design, devoid of ambiguous
use of Euler/Tait-Bryan angles,
• a body/world disturbance estimation approach that does
not rely on a specific state estimator design,
• a reliable MPC-based controller with the benefits of the
nonlinear SO(3) force feedback,
• a system that can be employed with a variety of onboard
localization systems and sensors,
• an ability to supply references in coordinate frames,
which differ from the feedback loop reference frame.
The system is not only innovative, but also provides
practical contributions to the community. The open-source
implementation15 of the proposed platform has been tested
extensively in real-world settings and in conditions of outdoor
fields, in a forest, indoors, in a factory, in mines, caves and
tunnels, during object manipulation, during fast and aggressive
flights, and in autonomous landing on a moving platform. The
system includes a simulation environment based on the Gazebo
3D simulator with realistic sensors and models that can be
run in real time. The released platform is fully compatible
with multiple releases of ROS (Melodic, Noetic), and is being
actively used and maintained. The system is scalable for
multiple UAVs and is well suited for research in swarming.
C. System Architecture & Outline
We start with a description of the multirotor UAV dy-
namics model (Sec. II), which is the foundation for further
control design. The proposed platform consists of several
interconnected subsystems, as depicted in Fig. 3. Mission &
15http://github.com/ctu-mrs/mrs uav system
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Fig. 3: A diagram of the system architecture: Mission & navigation software supplies the position and heading reference (rd, ηd) to a
reference tracker. Reference tracker creates a smooth and feasible reference χ for the reference feedback controller. The feedback Reference
controller produces the desired thrust and angular velocities (Td, ωd) for the Pixhawk embedded flight controller. The State estimator fuses
data from the onboard sensors to create an estimate of the UAV translation and rotation (x, R).
navigation software supplies the desired trajectory, i.e., a time-
parametrized sequence of the desired position and heading.
The module is specific to any particular application of the
platform (autonomous exploration, swarming, remote sensing)
and is conveyed via the publications presented in Sec. VIII.
We will therefore not focus on the module here, as numerous
examples in other papers have shown where the proposed
system may be applied. Onboard sensor data (e.g., position
measurements from GPS, velocity measurements from vi-
sual odometry) are processed by the State estimator, which
provides the Reference tracker and the Reference controller
with hypotheses of UAV states in all available frames of
reference (Sec. III). The block generates estimated states
of the translational dynamics with the UAV orientation, for
all considered world frames of reference. One of the world
frames is always selected as the main frame, in which a
feedback loop is closed by the Feedback controller block.
The desired trajectory is processed by a Reference tracker
(see Sec. IV), and is then converted into a feasible, smooth,
and evenly-sampled full-state control reference. The reference
contains the desired position, its derivatives up to the jerk,
the heading16, and the heading rate, supplied at 100 Hz. The
reference is used by a Reference controller (see Sec. V) to
provide feedback control of the translational dynamics and the
orientation of the UAV. This block creates an attitude rate ωd
and a thrust command Td, which are sent to an embedded flight
controller17. We consider the underlying hardware platform
already pre-configured with motors, motor speed controllers,
and a basic embedded flight controller providing Attitude
rate control. We rely on the embedded flight controller for
a backup control using a remote controller in case of a
malfunction of the high-level computer. The flight controller
encapsulates the underlying physical UAV system with motors
and motor Electronic Speed Controllers (ESCs) and creates
4 new controllable degrees-of-freedom (DOFs): the desired
angular speed around bˆ1, bˆ2, bˆ3 and the desired thrust 〈0, 1〉
of all propellers. This encapsulation provides an abstraction
that allows us to control any standard multirotor helicopter
16The heading, as defined later in our paper, removes ambiguities caused by
numerous conventions of the widely-used Tait-Bryan and Euler angles [33],
and provides a user-friendly representation of the 4th controllable degree of
freedom of a multirotor UAV.
17The proposed system is compatible with the Pixhawk flight controller,
installed with PX4 firmware.
regardless of the number of propellers and the geometry of its
fuselage. Section VI contains remarks on the implementation
aspects of our system. Section VII provides the results of an
experimental evaluation of the control system, with emphasis
on a comparison between the simulation environment and a
real-world counterpart. Finally, examples of real-world use and
application of the system for validating research, for education,
and for competing in robotics competitions are presented in
Sec. VIII.
II. MULTIROTOR AERIAL VEHICLE DYNAMICS MODEL
The design of a high-performance attitude and position con-
troller often requires an accurate model of the system. Here,
we recall the widely-used dynamical model of a multirotor
aerial vehicle [25]. Figure 2 illustrates the coordinate frames
used in this manuscript. For the sake of brevity, we do not
explicitly annotate variables with their respective coordinate
frames, since all variables with the exception of the angular
velocities ω are expressed in the world coordinate frame. The
UAV feedback control relies on state variables defined as:
r = [x, y, z]
ᵀ the position of the center of the
mass of a UAV in the world frame,
r˙ ∈ R3 the velocity of the center of the
mass of a UAV in the world frame,
r¨ ∈ R3 the acceleration of the center of a
mass of a UAV in the world frame,
R ∈ SO(3) ∈ R3×3 the rotation matrix from the body
frame of a UAV to the world frame,
det R = 1, Rᵀ = R−1,
ω = [ω1, ω2, ω3]
ᵀ the angular velocity in the body
frame of a UAV.
These states are linked by a nonlinear model, which has a
translation part:
mr¨ = fReˆ3 +mgeˆ3, (1)
and a rotational part
R˙ = RΩ, (2)
where Ω is the tensor of angular velocity, under the condition
Ω v = ω × v,∀v ∈ R3. The vehicle experiences downwards
gravitational acceleration with magnitude g ∈ R together with
the thrust force f created collectively by the propellers in the
5x, α vector, pseudo-vector, or tuple
xˆ, ωˆ unit vector or unit pseudo-vector
eˆ1, eˆ2, eˆ3 elements of the standard basis
X,Ω matrix
I identity matrix
x = aᵀb inner product of a, b ∈ R3
x = a× b cross product of a, b ∈ R3
x = a ◦ b element-wise product of a, b ∈ R3
x(n) = xᵀeˆn nth vector element (row), x, e ∈ R3
X(a,b) matrix element, (row, column)
xd xd is desired, a reference
x˙, x¨, ˙¨x, ¨¨x 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th time derivative of x
x[n] x at the sample n
A,B,x LTI system matrix, input matrix and input vector
Ar,Br translational LTI system and input matrices
Aη,Bη heading LTI system and input matrices
Am,Bm,xm MPC system matrix, input matrix, state vector
Q,S state MPC penalization matrices
xmax, u˙max MPC state and slew rate constraints
p1, p2, p3 parameters of the estimated system
at, bt parameters of a quadratic thrust curve
SO(3) three-dimensional special orthogonal group
SE(3) three-dimensional special euclidean group
Ld desired UAV plane subspace spanned by bˆ1d, bˆ2d
t time, [s]
∆t time difference interval, [s]
B,W body-fixed and world frames of reference
span(•) the smallest vector space containing the vectors •
A < 0 a positive semi-definite matrix
•⊥ orthogonal complement to the vector space •
m, me, ma nominal, estimated and apparent UAV mass, [kg]
g gravitational acceleration, [m s−2]
f total thrust force produced by the propellers, [N]
fd desired thrust force produced by a controller [N]
T thrust, a collective motor speed 〈0, 1〉
τd desired individual motor speed of all n motors
η UAV heading angle, [rad]
h UAV heading vector
H UAV heading rotation matrix
x estimated state vector
χ feedback controller reference
r UAV position, [m]
ad unbiased desired acceleration, [m s−2]
Ro UAV orientation estimated by Pixhawk
R estimated UAV orientation with heading
Rod desired UAV orientation (according to [25])
Rd desired UAV orientation, heading-compliant
ω angular velocity in B, [rad s−1]
ωd desired UAV angular velocity in B, [rad s−1]
Ω tensor of angular velocity
R˙ UAV rotation matrix derivative
dw estimated world-frame disturbance, [N]
db estimated body-frame disturbance, [N]
cd desired acceleration generated by MPC, [m s−2]
kp,kv position and velocity control gains
kib,kiw body- and world-disturbance control gains
kR orientation control gains
ep, ev, eR position, velocity and orientation control error
e MPC control error
N (µ, σ2) normal distribution, mean µ, variance σ2
TABLE I: Mathematical notation, nomenclature and notable symbols.
direction of bˆ3. However, as we are focused on non-aerobatic
flight, we separately consider and estimate the azimuth of the
bˆ1 axis in the world as the UAV heading. Under the condition
of |eˆᵀ3 bˆ1| > 0, we define the heading as
η = atan2
(
bˆᵀ1 eˆ2, bˆ
ᵀ
1 eˆ1
)
. (3)
The heading is a more intuitive alternative to the widely-used
yaw angle as one of the 4 controllable DOFs. It is possible to
use the yaw, but with the assumption that the tilt of the UAV
(cos−1 bˆᵀ3 eˆ3) is low, near horizontal. We advice against the
use of the Tait-Bryan angles (commonly mistaken for Euler
angles), due to the overwhelming number of conventions,
which often lead to misunderstanding. Generally, the widely-
used yaw angle (as in Euler angles, Tait-Bryan angles [33]) has
no direct meaning with respect to the particular orientation of
any of the body axes in any of the conventions, since the final
orientation also depends on the remaining two rotations (pitch,
roll). A user would need to take the remaining part of the
desired orientation (produced by the controllers) into account
in the Mission & navigation software to properly design the
desired yaw, which leads to a chicken or egg problem. We
therefore, we define the heading vector by the bˆ1 axis as
h =
[
R(1,1),R(2,1), 0
]ᵀ
= [bᵀ1 eˆ1,b
ᵀ
1 eˆ2, 0]
ᵀ (4)
and its normalized form
hˆ =
h
‖h‖ = [cos η, sin η, 0]
ᵀ
. (5)
Figure 2 illustrates the heading vector and the heading with
respect to the UAV body frame.
III. STATE ESTIMATION
While the focus of this section is on estimating r, r˙, and r¨,
the estimation of R and ω can be solved individually thanks
to the separation of (1) and (2). From a practical standpoint,
the estimation of the sub-model (1) can be executed on a high-
level onboard computer, which has access to position/velocity
measurements from onboard/external sensors. In contrast, the
estimation of (2) is better suited for an embedded flight
controller with an integrated Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU),
which also handles motor mixing and the attitude rate feedback
loop. Depending on the particular hardware, the high-level
computer may not have access to the IMU measurements at
full rate without delay, and this could negatively impact the
performance of the state estimator. We therefore, we consider
the estimates of R (specifically, the estimate of bˆ3) and ω as
provided by an off-the-shelf embedded flight controller18. We
rely on an attitude control loop, closed by the embedded flight
controller.
A. Translational estimator model
Our experience of working with UAV estimators (both linear
and nonlinear, and capable of estimating disturbances) has led
us to simplify the estimator as much as possible. The reasons
are pragmatic: tuning complex models and the respective
18We rely on the Pixhawk flight controller for attitude estimation and
attitude rate control, http://pixhawk.com, http://px4.io.
6estimators becomes impractical with increasing model dimen-
sionality, increasing numbers of possible sensor configurations
and UAV types, and due to the range of experimental condi-
tions. We aimed to simplify the estimation process as much
as possible by leveraging the specific decoupled structure of
the multirotor UAV model and by utilizing the ability of the
proposed controllers to estimate disturbances. We therefore,
we model the translation dynamics of the UAV as a point mass
in 3D with an additional degree of freedom in the heading
angle, η. The considered state vector x for the high-level
estimation of (1) consists of the components of position r, its
first two derivatives, and the heading η with its first derivative
as
x = [x, x˙, x¨, y, y˙, y¨, z, z˙, z¨, η, η˙]
ᵀ
. (6)
We model the high-level dynamics as a discrete and decou-
pled Linear time-invariant (LTI) system
x[t] = Ax[t−1] + Bu[t], (7)
with 4 independently estimated subsystems expressed together
by matrices A and B as
A(∆t,p1,p2,p3) =
=
[Ar(∆t,p1) 0 0 0
0 Ar(∆t,p1) 0 0
0 0 Ar(∆t,p2) 0
0 0 0 Aη(∆t,p3)
]
, (8)
B(∆t,p1,p2,p3) =
[Br(∆t,1−p1)
Br(∆t,1−p1)
Br(∆t,1−p2)
Bη(∆t,1−p3)
]
. (9)
Matrices Ar and Br are the sub-system matrices for the
translation part of the model:
Ar(∆t,a) =
[
1 ∆t ∆t
2
2
0 1 ∆t
0 0 a
]
, Br(∆t,b) =
[
0
0
b
]
, (10)
and Aη and Bη are the sub-system matrices for the heading
part of the model:
Aη(∆t,a) = [ 1 ∆t0 a ] , Bη(∆t,b) = [
0
b ] , (11)
with ∆t being the sampling step of the estimator, and with
p1, p2, p3 being the 1st order transfer parameters for the
horizontal, vertical and heading subsystems respectively. This
model has only three free parameters (assuming that both
horizontal axes behave identically), which which simplifies
its tuning and allows it to be reused between various UAV
platforms without changes. The decoupling of the system to
(10) and (11) is used during implementation to speed up the
computations thanks to operations with smaller matrices.
1) System input: System input u consists of the unbiased
desired acceleration ad. As discussed later in Sec. V-H,
the controllers report on the desired acceleration caused by
their control output. However, the controllers are required to
supply the desired unbiased acceleration, i.e., without com-
pensation for gravity acceleration, integrated body and world
disturbances, and the estimated UAV mass difference. All the
biases compensated by our controllers are subtracted from
the desired acceleration, thanks to their physical dimension
being convertible into acceleration. The heading subsystem
is left without an input, since measurement corrections from
embedded gyroscopes (see Sec. III-D) are more than sufficient
to maintain a stable and quickly-converging estimate.
2) Sources of measurement: We often work with a very
diverse set of onboard sensors and localization systems. Some
systems directly provide us with 3D UAV position and head-
ing, e.g., 3D visual and laser SLAMs [13], [14], which can be
directly fused into the position and heading state of our filters.
When a sensory system provides only a 2D (horizontal) posi-
tion measurement, e.g., the Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) system or a 2D laser SLAM [15], we use an additional
measurement of UAV height above the ground provided by
down-facing rangefinder. Some systems may provide us only
with a velocity measurement, e.g., an optic flow algorithm19.
Optic flow measurements can be used for an odometry esti-
mate of the position and heading when coupled with a height
sensor. 3D Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) SLAM
might also provide us with odometry velocity measurements
(e.g., from a scan-matching algorithm), and absolute position
measurements. Heading estimation fuses measured angular
velocity ω supplied by an IMU. The magnetometer is fused
when flying with the use of a GNSS localization system.
B. Linear Kalman Filter
The dynamic model is estimated by a recursive discrete
Linear Kalman Filter (LKF). This estimator, coupled with
the model (7), exhibits stable and fast tracking of the states
of the translational dynamics, under the condition that the
reference controller is capable of calculating and compensating
for biases such as external force disturbance or internal input
offset (see Sec. V). Under these conditions, the use of more
complex nonlinear filters, such as the Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) or the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), would not
provide us with the desired computational-cost benefit.
In our experience, it is simpler and more practical to utilize
controllers with this property (potentially using any source
of the UAV state) rather than to build complex (nonlinear)
estimators, which would estimate the biases themselves. With
this approach, any source of the UAV state can be used,
even substituting the proposed estimator. The sources of
measurements and the estimators that are used may change
from platform to platform within a laboratory, even to the
extent of not using an onboard estimator at all (e.g., when
using the external motion capture system). For such situations,
disturbance estimation is provided by our control pipeline. If
the proposed platform were to have relied on an estimator
capable of estimating disturbances, this substitution would not
have been possible. Thus, this choice keeps the platform more
universal.
C. Updating the UAV orientation with the estimated heading
Since we estimate the UAV heading separately, the original
UAV rotation Ro =
[
bˆ1o, bˆ2o, bˆ3o
]
supplied by the embedded
flight controller is modified by generating new body frame
19http://github.com/ctu-mrs/mrs optic flow
7vectors bˆ1, bˆ2, and bˆ3. For that, the original heading ηo is
firstly calculated as
ηo = atan2
(
bˆᵀ1oeˆ2, bˆ
ᵀ
1oeˆ1
)
. (12)
Then the difference between the original heading and the
estimated heading is calculated:
∆η = η − ηo, (13)
and the original orientation is rotated around eˆ3 by the heading
difference:
R =
[ cos∆η −sin∆η 0
sin∆η cos∆η 0
0 0 1
]
Ro. (14)
D. Fusing angular rates into the heading rate state
Although ω3 (the yaw rate) is often treated as the heading
rate, it is applicable only as an approximation under small
tilts: ∠(bˆ3, eˆ3) / 10◦. In general, all the components of an
arbitrary angular speed ω contribute to the resulting heading
rate. To obtain the heading rate, we first apply (2) to obtain R˙,
the first time derivative of the rotational matrix. Components
R˙(1,1), R˙(2,1), which represent the rate of change of bˆ1 along
eˆ1, eˆ2, respectively, are extracted and are used to evaluate the
total differential of atan2() in the current orientation R to
obtain the heading rate:
η˙ =
−R(2,1)
R2(1,1) + R
2
(2,1)
R˙(1,1) +
R(1,1)
R2(1,1) + R
2
(2,1)
R˙(2,1). (15)
As with most heading-related operations, this operation is only
feasible if |eˆᵀ3 bˆ1| > 0.
E. Bank of filters for multiple hypotheses
With the individual filter structure defined, we now establish
a bank of Kalman filters K = {K1,K2, ...,Kn}. The bank
of filters allows for simultaneous estimation of the UAV
state from various combinations of onboard sensors, without
necessarily combining all the measurements (z ∈ Rm, where
m is the number of measured states) into a single hypothesis.
This type of separation is beneficial for many applications,
e.g., for transitions from one sensory system to another (e.g.,
GNSS → indoor SLAM), for running multiple instances of
one filter with different parameters, or for maintaining a
backup estimator to facilitate emergency landing. Each filter
maintains its hypothesis xn, covariance Σn, and is corrected
by a different set of measurements zn ⊆ z.
Multiple hypotheses x1,x2, ...,xn with covariances
Σ1,Σ2, ...,Σn are estimated by the respective filters
K1,K2, ...,Kn as depicted in Fig. 4. An arbiter chooses one
of the available hypotheses that is being outputted as the
current state estimate. The arbiter selects/changes the current
filter and its corresponding hypothesis x∗ with covariance Σ∗
by one of several criteria:
• a request for a particular filter by the Mission & naviga-
tion part of the pipeline,
• the current filter becomes unreliable,
• x∗ = xk = argminx trace (Σk) otherwise.
Whenever the arbiter switches the output, the coordinates of
the UAV in the world frame change, although the physical
manifestation of the UAV has not moved. This switch is treated
by the rest of the control pipeline as a sudden change between
frames of reference; the change in numerical values can be
arbitrary. Any internal states of trackers and controllers are
recalculated to the new frame of reference. Therefore, the
switch is not apparent to an outside observer as the transition
is perfectly smooth.
The use of multiple hypotheses instead of fusing all mea-
surements in a single filter provided the motivation for the
bank of filters approach. Let us explain the problem with
a practical example: fusing two GNSS signal sources — a
classical GPS, and a differential Real-time Kinematics (RTK)
GPS. Both sources of data localize the UAV within the same
coordinate system. However, each source has a different level
of accuracy (the measurements can differ by several meters),
and the RTK system may not be available all the time due
to the physical limitations of the system. Fusing both systems
into a single hypothesis creates a problem. For example, when
the precise RTK data starts to be fused (possibly after some
time of inaccessibility, or because the RTK system has just
been activated during the flight), the hypothesis starts getting
corrected. The correction step may introduce an innovation
in the order of several meters, which produces state changes
within the hypothesis that do not follow the model and do not
respect any state constraints. More importantly, the motion
of the hypothesis does not correspond to any real motion
of the UAVs. This state convergence towards newly-fused
measurements subsequently creates motion of the UAV due
to the increased control error. However, this UAV motion
is unplanned (and undesired), since it is not governed by
feedforward action. In extreme cases, the sudden control error
may even saturate the feedback controller and could endanger
the UAV, as shown experimentally in Fig. 13. Any physical
motion of the UAV should be produced by a desired and
planned action, not by a state estimator suddenly shifting a
hypothesis.
In contrast, the same situation is handled here by a bank of
filters. We would consider two separate estimators, one fusing
GPS and the other fusing both GPS and RTK GPS. The control
pipeline can be switched on demand to use any independent
hypothesis, to recalculate all its inner states from one to an-
other, and to treat both hypotheses as independent coordinate
systems. Thus when the active estimator is switched, the UAV
does not move in a physical world, but its coordinates (and the
coordinates of a control reference) will jump. It is then for the
Mission & navigation part of the pipeline to decide whether the
new coordinates within the new coordinate should be adjusted
by generating a new control command. However, this multi-
hypothesis structure requires the presence of an arbiter. The
arbiter needs to switch the system automatically from the RTK
GPS estimator to the GPS estimator when the RTK corrections
become unavailable.
The multiple hypothesis system also handles scenarios
where sensors do not appear within the same frame of
reference, e.g., an onboard visual-based SLAM and a GPS
localization system. Moreover, maintaining transformations
between all the frames of reference allows us to close the
feedback loop using the best estimator for control performance
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Fig. 4: The bank of filters K = {K1,K2, ...,Kn}. The filters
simultaneously estimate x1,x2, ...,xn. The output hypothesis is
chosen by the arbiter.
while generating references in other frames of reference.
IV. FEEDFORWARD TRACKING AND REFERENCE
GENERATION
A Reference tracker provides a feedforward control com-
mand and a reference to a Feedback controller within the
pipeline (see Fig. 3). An input to the Reference tracker might
be a 3D position and a heading reference (rd, ηd), or a
reference trajectory {(rd, ηd)1 , (rd, ηd)2 , . . . , (rd, ηd)k} from
the Mission & navigation block.
A. MPC Tracker for normal flight
Feedforward trajectory tracking serves a crucial role in
supplying a smooth and feasible reference for feedback
controllers. The control reference consists of states of the
differentially-flat translational dynamics (position, velocity,
acceleration, jerk) as well as the heading and the heading rate:
χ =
[
x, x˙, x¨, ˙¨x, y, y˙, y¨, ˙¨y, z, z˙, z¨, ˙¨z, η, η˙
]ᵀ
. (16)
Our trajectory tracking approach, originally published in [34],
utilizes linear MPC for controlling a virtual UAV model in real
time. The linear MPC controls the states of the virtual model
(which behaves ideally). States of the virtual model are then
sampled on demand, and are given to the feedback controller
as a reference. The linear MPC produces optimal state tran-
sients in real time while satisfying state constraints. The MPC
tracker creates a full-state reference χ at 100 Hz either from
a single 3D reference (rd, ηd) or from a time-parametrized
reference trajectory {(rd, ηd)1 , (rd, ηd)2 , . . . , (rd, ηd)k} sam-
pled at arbitrary sampling rate.
B. Take-off and landing
Take-off and landing can generally be solved by the same
tracker as other situations during a routine flight. However, we
separate the trajectory generation for take-off and for landing
in order to increase safety. Safety concerns arise in the take-off
phase, since the UAV can get entangled in ground foliage when
taking off outdoors. When such a situation occurs, significant
control errors can arise quickly, forcing the feedback controller
into aggressive actions. We solve this with an admittance
tracking mechanism, which saturates the movement of the
control reference χ beyond a set distance from the current
UAV state x. Automatic landing is performed by setting the
altitude coordinate of the control reference below the estimated
altitude of the UAV, which serves the same purpose and allows
landing even when the altitude of the ground level is unknown.
C. Speed tracking for aerial swarming
Aerial swarming, which will be briefly introduced in
Sec. VIII-E, imposes special requirements on control reference
generation. 2D swarming approaches often require classical
tracking of the desired altitude and heading, but the hori-
zontal motion may be dictated by the desired velocity or by
the desired acceleration. We provide a specialized tracking
approach that allows us to bypass desired states within the
control reference χ, and to specify only the states that the
swarming mechanism requires. The controllers, which will
be described in the following section, use only the specified
portion of the control reference to calculate the feedback.
V. FEEDBACK CONTROL
The Feedback controller is a crucial component within
the pipeline (see Fig. 3) for controlling the flight dynamics
around an unstable equilibrium point of the UAV system. The
task of the controller is to minimize the control error around
the desired control reference χ (provided by the Reference
tracker block) and to supply attitude rate control action to
the Attitude rate controller. The control action produced by a
controller within our pipeline consists of the desired intrinsic
angular velocities of the UAV body ωd ∈ R3 and the desired
collective motor speed Td ∈ 〈0, 1〉. This section focuses on
the development of two feedback control approaches. Each of
the approaches serves a particular purpose in various of field
experimentation scenarios. The first purpose is an extension
of the SE(3) geometric state feedback [25]. This controller
is well-suited for fast and agile maneuvers, as well as for
precise control. However, both the UAV state estimate and
the reference need to be continuous, smooth, and are assumed
to follow the model. The second controller that we propose
is a combination of a linear MPC with a nonlinear SO(3)
force tracking feedback. This controller is designed to provide
stable feedback even when the UAV state estimate is noisy or
unreliable, or when state constraints need to be imposed on
the control level.
As shown in Fig. 3, our architecture is a cascade-based
control loop. Cascade-based control architectures are based on
the singular perturbation theory [35], commonly known as the
principle of time-scale separation. This approach assumes that
the inner loop (in our case the attitude control) is exponentially
stable and that the inner loop bandwidth is greater than the
dynamics of the outer loop. So the controller of the outer
loop can be designed without considering the dynamics of
the inner loop. This assumption holds, since the attitude rate
control loop within the PX4 firmware is executed at the utmost
rate, with all new data from the embedded IMU.
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We base our work on the geometric tracking controller
proposed in [25]. Specifically, we utilize the force tracking
part of their approach. Given a desired force fd to be acting
on the UAV, and a desired heading vector
hˆd = [cos ηd, sin ηd, 0]
ᵀ
, (17)
we define a desired orientation matrix Rd. The originally
published way of constructing Rd is feasible; however, it
does not maintain heading η during maneuvers. We therefore,
we also propose a different approach explicitly designed to
facilitate heading angle control.
1) Original structure of desired orientation: The matrix
Rod =
[
pˆ1d, pˆ2d, bˆ3d
]
, (18)
which is composed of vectors
bˆ3d =
fd
‖fd‖ , pˆ2d =
bˆ3d × hˆd
‖bˆ3d × hˆd‖
, pˆ1d = pˆ2d × bˆ3d,
(19)
maintains the desired force vector as the direction of the bˆ3d
axis, and finds pˆ1d as the orthogonal projection of hˆd to the
subspace
Ld = span
(
bˆ3d
)⊥
. (20)
However, the heading is not preserved in this case (the azimuth
of the pˆ1d axis is not generally equal to the azimuth of hˆd).
2) Heading-compliant desired orientation: We tackle the
heading control by constructing the desired orientation matrix
as
Rd =
[
bˆ1d, bˆ2d, bˆ3d
]
, (21)
by finding bˆ1d as an oblique projection of hˆd in the direction
of eˆ3 to the subspace Ld. This projection is constructed as
b1d = O(P
ᵀO)−1Pᵀ, bˆ1d =
b1d
‖b1d‖ , (22)
where O ∈ R3×2 is the orthogonal projector to Ld (con-
structed, e.g., as the first two columns of I − bˆ3dbˆᵀ3d), and
P = [eˆ1, eˆ2] is the orthogonal basis of the world xy-plane.
The bˆ2d axis, is at last constructed as
bˆ2d = bˆ3d × bˆ1d. (23)
Both Rd and Rod can be obtained under the assumption that
bˆ3d ∦ hˆd. Both options are valid, and their selection should
be carefully considered. We prefer the Rod option, due to
the consistency of the resulting reference with the heading
feedforward control described further in Sec. V-B, and V-C.
Given Rd, we express the rotation error according to [25]
as
eR =
1
2
(RᵀdR−RᵀRd) . (24)
Finally, the desired angular rate is obtained as
ωd = −kR ◦ eR + ωj − ωc, (25)
where kR are the rotation control gains, ωj is the feedforward
attitude rate caused by the desired jerk ˙¨rd, and ωc is the para-
sitic heading rate compensation described further in Sec. V-C.
The feedforward attitude rate is constructed as
ωj =
‖fd‖
me
[eˆ3]
ᵀ
×R
ᵀ
d
˙¨rd, (26)
where ‖fd‖/me
[
m s−2
]
is the effective thrust, me [kg] is
the estimated mass of the vehicle, [eˆ3]× is the cross-product
matrix satisfying the condition [eˆ3]× v = eˆ3 × v,∀v ∈ R3.
The final control output is the desired attitude rate ωd and the
desired thrust force fd = f
ᵀ
d bˆ3.
B. Applying the reference heading rate as the feedforward yaw
rate
As mentioned in Sec. IV, the reference trackers output
the heading η and its derivative η˙ as a reference. Using the
heading rate for feedforward in (25) requires converting it to
the desired yaw rate ω3d (the yaw rate is the 4th independently-
controllable intrinsic degree-of-freedom (DOF), which does
not influence the translational dynamics). First, we define the
derivative of heading vector h as
h˙ = [0, 0, η˙]
ᵀ × h. (27)
Then we define the orthogonal projector P on the linear
subspace spanned by h˙. However, it is vital to define P even
when h˙ = 0. One option is:
P =
(
eˆ3 × hˆ
)(
eˆ3 × hˆ
)ᵀ
. (28)
Then we project the orthogonal basis of the subspace spanned
by the derivative of bˆ1, which is consequently bˆ2, on the
subspace spanned by h˙:
p = Pbˆ2. (29)
Now we find a scaling factor k between h˙ and p
k = sign
(
h˙ᵀp
) ‖h˙‖
‖p‖ , (30)
which is applied to recreate the desired derivative of bˆ1 as
kbˆ2. Thus, the angular velocity around bˆ3 is
ω3d = k. (31)
C. Compensating for the parasitic heading rate
The desired angular rate ωd obtained from the force tracking
approach, can influence the resulting heading rate η˙. This can
easily be observed while flying a dynamic trajectory with
a constant desired heading. The control law (25) inevitably
creates angular velocities around bˆ1 and bˆ2 that are being
reflected in η˙. These disturbances will be counteracted by
the feedback. However, feedback corrections are made after
a control error has occurred, and this makes them appear too
late during aggressive maneuvers. We compensate for them in
advance by calculating the parasitic heading rate created by
the bˆ1 and bˆ2 rotations, similarly as in Sec. III-D. In addition,
as in Sec. V-B, the heading rate is converted to the intrinsic
yaw rate, ω3c, (the angular velocity around bˆ3), which is then
added back to (25) as ωc = [0, 0, ω3c]
ᵀ.
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D. Converting the desired thrust force to thrust
The motor speed is often controlled by dedicated modules,
i.e. by ESCs. The input to an ESC is typically a desired motor
speed scaled linearly between 〈0, 1〉, which represents the
range from the minimum speed to the maximum speed. The
desired thrust force fd = ‖fd‖ therefore needs to be converted
to the output collective thrust Td ∈ 〈0, 1〉. The simplest but still
effective thrust model relies on the approximate relationship
between the produced force f and the angular rate ω of a
motor: f ∝ ω2. We therefore model the thrust as
Td = at
√
fd + bt, (32)
where at and bt are parameters of a quadratic thrust curve.
The parameters are obtained empirically by the least-square
fit on experimentally obtained data — tuples of the thrust and
the mass (Th, m) — using equation (32) as a hover thrust
curve
Th = at
√
mg + bt. (33)
The accuracy of the thrust model is important for the correct
calculation of the applied thrust, which has an influence on
the overall control performance. The inversion of (33)
ma =
1
g
(
Td − bt
at
)2
(34)
is also used to deduce the current apparent mass ma based on
the currently-used thrust output Td, namely during landing for
automatic touchdown detection.
E. Disturbance estimation
Various effects can cause a steady state control error in the
position of the UAV: ep = r− rd. External disturbances that
appear to be fixed within the world frame (e.g. wind) occur
together with disturbances that are tied to the body frame of
the UAV, e.g. air drag. Also, a miscalibrated artificial horizon
(accelerometer bias) will generally cause control errors, which
can be observed and estimated as a steady-state body distur-
bance. We continually estimate the world disturbance dw and
the body disturbance db simultaneously during the flight as
dw =
N∑
n=0
kiw ◦ ep[n] ∆t[n],
db = H[N ]
N∑
n=0
kib ◦ (Hᵀ[n] ep[n]) ∆t[n],
(35)
where
H[n] =
[
cos η[n] −sin η[n] 0
sin η[n] cos η[n] 0
0 0 1
]
(36)
is the heading rotation matrix at sample n, kiw is the world
integral gain, and kib is the body integral gain. Until the UAV
changes its heading, all estimated disturbances are equally split
in both dw and db. The physical interpretation of the x-axis
and y-axis components is the force after we compensate for
them by the feedback in the desired force fd, as described in
Sec. V-F and Sec. V-G.
Another undesired effect is the apparent change in the mass
of the UAV that can be deduced from the applied thrust.
This can indeed be a change in the mass of the UAV, e.g.,
due to deploying the payload or gathering objects, or it can
be an apparent change caused by a discharge of the battery,
contact of a horizontal surface, and real-time changes in the
efficiency of the propulsion system. Either way, we estimated
the apparent mass change by using the z-axis disturbance as
a part of a total estimated mass of the UAV
me = m+ (dw + Hdb)
ᵀ
eˆ3, (37)
where m stands for the nominal mass obtained by weighting
the UAV. The physical interpretation of the disturbance terms
is the mass difference from the nominal take-off mass, thanks
to the total estimated mass me being used in the feedback
loop.
F. SE(3) state feedback
The first of our controller variants is the agile controller
option. It is based upon the SE(3) geometric tracking feed-
back [25] with the addition of disturbance compensation. To
supplement the force tracking from section V-A, we define the
desired force as
fd =
position
feedback︷ ︸︸ ︷
−mekp ◦ ep +
velocity
feedback︷ ︸︸ ︷
−mekv ◦ ev +
reference
feedforward︷ ︸︸ ︷
mer¨d +
−megeˆ3︸ ︷︷ ︸
gravity
compensation
+ −dw ◦
[
1
1
0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
world disturbance
compensation
+ −db ◦
[
1
1
0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
body disturbance
compensation
, (38)
where dw, db
[
m s−2
]
are the world and body disturbance
force terms, me [kg] is the estimated UAV mass, r¨d
[
m s−2
]
is the desired acceleration, g
[
m s−2
]
is the magnitude of the
gravitational acceleration, kp are the position gains, kv are the
velocity gains, and ev = r˙ − r˙d is the velocity control error.
The z-axis component of the disturbances is eliminated by the
element-wise product, as it is already compensated for in the
form of the estimated mass me.
G. Model Predictive Control Force Feedback
This controller uses a linear MPC approach to generate a
desired acceleration cd ∈ R3. The acceleration is used while
calculating the desired force, similarly to the previous case:
fd =
reference
feedforward︷ ︸︸ ︷
mer¨d +
MPC
feedforward︷ ︸︸ ︷
mecd +
gravity
compensation︷ ︸︸ ︷
megeˆ3 +
−dw ◦
[
1
1
0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
world disturbance
compensation
+ −db ◦
[
1
1
0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
body disturbance
compensation
. (39)
Linear MPC is a robust feedback method for a system with a
known model. In this case, the MPC controller is formulated
such that the control input of its model is the acceleration of
the point-mass translation dynamics. Thus, the control input
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is directly used as cd. Moreover, the MPC approach naturally
solves the control problem optimally subject to given state
and input constraints. This ensures the feasibility and the
smoothness of the acceleration command, bound to satisfy
maximum velocity, acceleration, and jerk.
1) MPC Model: The MPC controller operates with an LTI
model, similar to the model used for estimation. However, the
heading is still controlled via the SO(3) feedback, so there is
no need to include it here. For MPC we consider the following
state vector:
xm = [x, x˙, x¨, y, y˙, y¨, z, z˙, z¨]
ᵀ
. (40)
The model matrices are defined as
Am(∆t) =
[
Ar(∆t,0) 0 0
0 Ar(∆t,0) 0
0 0 Ar(∆t,0)
]
, (41)
Bm(∆t) =
[
Br(∆t,1)
Br(∆t,1)
Br(∆t,1)
]
, (42)
where Ar and Br are the same subsystem matrices (10) as in
the estimator model, with ∆t := 0.05 s. However, this time we
use the free parameters of the model to apply the system input
directly without delay to the acceleration state (p1 = p2 = 0).
2) MPC controller: An MPC control error is defined along
a prediction horizon of length n as
e[i] = xm[i] − xmd[i],∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (43)
where xm[i] is a state vector and xmd[i] is a reference at sample
i of the prediction. The reference state takes the form of
xmd[i] = [xd, 0, 0, yd, 0, 0, zd, 0, 0]
ᵀ
,∀i ∈ {1, . . . n}. (44)
The initial condition xm[0] is commonly set to values of the
current state estimate. However, to make the system more
stable even when estimated states violate dynamic constraints,
position derivatives can be substituted with states of reference
vector χ from a feedforward tracker:
xm[0] =
{
[x, x˙, x¨, y, y˙, y¨, z, z˙, z¨]
ᵀ
, if constraints satisfied,
[x, x˙d, x¨d, y, y˙d, y¨d, z, z˙d, z¨d]
ᵀ
, if constraints violated.
(45)
The MPC is formulated as a quadratic programming problem
min
u[1:n]
1
2
n−1∑
i=1
(
eᵀ[i]Qe[i]
)
+ eᵀ[n]Se[n] (46)
s.t. xm[i] = Amxm[i−1]+Bmu[i], ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (47)
xm[i] ≤ xmax, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (48)
xm[i] ≥ −xmax, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (49)
u[i]−u[i−1] ≤ u˙max∆t, ∀i ∈ {2, . . . , n} (50)
u[i]−u[i−1] ≥ −u˙max∆t, ∀i ∈ {2, . . . , n} (51)
where the minimized quadratic cost is the sum of the squares
of the control errors over the prediction horizon of length n ∈
Z+. Q < 0 is the state error penalization matrix and S < 0 is
the last state error penalization matrix. Constraint (47) forces
the states to follow model (41)–(42), while (48)–(49) bound
the states of the dynamical system, and (50)–(51) limit the
input slew rate, i.e., the system jerk. Note that we do not
penalize the input action within the cost function. No penalty
is necessary, because the slew rate directly limits the jerk. With
the MPC problem solved in every iteration of the control loop
(at 100 Hz), the acceleration reference cd is extracted directly
from u[1], i.e., the first control input of the MPC.
The particular values of Q and S were found empirically
as
Q = diag(500, 100, 100, 500, 100, 100, 100, 10, 10),
S = diag(1000, 300, 300, 1000, 300, 300, 100, 10, 10). (52)
These values were extensively tested on a variety of plat-
forms, ranging from 1.5 kg, ≈ 0.5 m DJI f450, to 15 kg, ≈
1.2 m Tarot t18. We rely on this controller even for solving
emergency situations when the SE(3) controller fails, since
the MPC is designed to be more stable with respect to sensor
noise and is designed to intrinsically satisfy state constraints.
The choice of the constraints xmax and umax depends on the
particular application scenario. Most of the time, we allow the
controller to reach speeds up to 2 m s−1 with acceleration of
2 m s−2 and jerk 5 m s−3. However, to make the flight safe,
the controller also overrides state constraints of feedforward
trackers, to ensure that they are at most half the value for the
controller.
H. Unbiased desired acceleration
The unbiased desired acceleration is created by subtracting
the estimated disturbances from the desired force created by
controllers, applied to the current body orientation:
ad =
fdbˆ3 − geˆ3 + dw ◦
[
1
1
0
]
+ db ◦
[
1
1
0
]
me
. (53)
The acceleration ad then has a zero DC component, although
nonzero tilt is produced, e.g., in order to compensate for
wind and for a mass disturbance. Both can be achieved by
dividing the compensated force by the estimated mass me in
the denominator.
I. Take-off and landing
Take-off and landing can be executed using both of the
proposed controllers without special modification, as in the
case with the reference generation (see Sec. IV-B). The SE(3)
controller is preferred when high control accuracy is required,
but only if the localization system provides a smooth enough
state estimate. As later shown experimentally in Sec. VII-C,
the MPC controller provides much better estimator noise
suppression, which is desirable during take-off and landing.
In general, the MPC controller is the default choice within
our pipeline.
J. Feedforward failsafe controller
Position feedback control cannot be executed when a lo-
calization system is lost in mid-flight. If velocity odometry is
present, e.g., in the form of an optical flow system, the active
state estimator can be switched, and an emergency landing
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can be executed. However, the system cannot continue with
flight without any position and velocity state estimate. In such
a situation, we employ a feedforward failsafe landing, which
relies on the attitude controller within the installed embedded
flight controller (Pixhawk). The failsafe controller outputs the
desired orientation to keep the UAV leveled and to maintain
the desired thrust to cause moderate uncontrolled descent. The
initial thrust is calculated using the hover-thrust curve (33)
with the last known estimated mass me. Then the thrust is
decreased by a fixed rate to cause the UAV to descend. This
procedure stops the UAV from accelerating in any direction.
When such an emergency occurs during aggressive maneuvers,
it is up to a safety pilot to recognize that there is a problem
and to regain control using a remote controller. However, if
this type of situation occurs during a slow indoor flight at low
altitude, the UAV typically safely reaches the ground before
any damage can occur.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation aspects has not often been an integral part
of published reports on control-oriented research. However, we
argue that there is a need for a system-oriented manuscript that
includes software and sources. In this section, we will discuss
implementation and software design considerations of our
system20 that have been shaped by the requirements of real-
world deployment. Real-world deployment and verification
of novel UAV methods often require a specific platform
configuration for the method being verified. The proposed
system is designed to be extensively modular, allowing hot-
swapping of feedback controllers, trajectory trackers, state
estimators, controller gains, and dynamic constraints. These
can be changed in mid-flight so that new methods can benefit
from existing and tested systems, for safely managing the
initial take-off and landing, or for regaining control in the
event of unwanted behavior of the tested methods. It is very
useful to have the option to switch to a reliable backup system
is when testing new real-time software. The proposed system
is built on ROS21, and is available as open-source with all
the components described within this section. We have striven
to provide a well-documented system to allow researchers
and students to flatten the initial learning curve and to focus
on their particular research instead of developing yet another
control pipeline. This approach has been shown to be effective,
as demonstrated in Sec. VIII on various examples of real-
world use and deployment of the platform. Figure 5 is an
implementation diagram of the system with its modules, which
will be presented in the following sections.
A. State Estimator
The state estimator (see Sec. III) was designed to provide
multi-frame localization. Unlike a generally accepted approach
to fuse all available sensory inputs into a single hypothesis,
we execute a bank of estimators, each for a subset of inputs.
If, for example, a UAV is provided with data from a GPS
20http://github.com/ctu-mrs/mrs uav system
21Robot Operating System, http://ros.org
receiver (with a magnetometer), a 2D SLAM and an optic
flow algorithm (velocity relative to the ground plane), we
may consider executing the following estimators simultane-
ously: GPS, 2D SLAM, 2D SLAM & optic flow, optic flow.
At any time, all hypotheses are available, and the UAV is
simultaneously localized within multiple independent world
coordinate systems. One estimator (the coordinate system)
is always selected as the primary estimator, which is used
for feedback control at the moment. The primary estimator
can be switched in mid-flight on-demand or automatically
when its hypothesis is deemed unreliable. Transformations
between the coordinate systems are maintained (using the ROS
Transformation library22), which allows a seamless definition
of references in any of the existing frames of reference. This
significantly increases the overall stability of the system. For
example, the feedback loop can be closed using an optic flow
odometry estimator when the GPS signal is too inaccurate
for feedback control. However, control references can still
be given in the GPS coordinate frame, without the need to
change the mission & navigation software. Frequent switching
of frames of references can occur, e.g., when manipulating
with the environment using local sensor information. In the
2020 MBZIRC competition, we employed frequent switching
between onboard visual servoing and global GNSS localiza-
tion. The UAV was attempting to grasp a brick autonomously
while being localized relative to the object of interest and
transitioning between pickup and place locations using GNSS
localization.
B. Control Manager
As demonstrated by the system architecture diagram in
Fig. 3, the two most important parts of the control sys-
tem are the feedforward reference tracker and the feedback
reference controllers; for brevity trackers and controllers.
Implementation-wise, various methods are used for both com-
ponents, in addition to the methods presented in Sec. IV and in
Sec. V. We employ multiple trackers to fulfill different roles
during the flight, and being able to switch between each of
these roles is a major software design factor within the system.
Trackers and controllers are implemented as ROS plugins
(using the ROS Pluginlib library), which makes them follow
an interface pre-defined by a central plugin manager, called
the Control Manager. The controller and tracker interfaces
were designed to keep tracker and controller implementation
minimalistic, while the Control manager is responsible for
• loading a defined set of trackers and controllers,
• gathering estimator data,
• synchronizing the active tracker and controller,
• providing all trackers and controllers with current dy-
namic constraints,
• providing a unified interface for setting desired trajecto-
ries and references,
• providing an Application Programming Interface (API) to
the common libraries used throughout the plugins,
• outputting the desired attitude rate and thrust command.
22ROS tf2, http://wiki.ros.org/tf2
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Moreover, all the incoming references and desired trajectories
are transformed into the current control frame before being
given to the active tracker. When the current control frame
changes (when the active estimator is switched), all the loaded
controllers and trackers are synchronously prompted to trans-
form their internal state from the old frame to the new frame.
When a controller or a tracker is switched, the newly activated
plugin is given the last state and result of the previously-
active plugin, making the transitions safe and imperceptible.
Additionally, the Control manager facilitates routines for
• handling excessive control errors using emergency and
feedforward failsafe landing,
• the virtual allowed safety area with no-fly zones,
• the virtual reactive obstacle bumper,
• the control bindings to an RC controller (via Mavros23).
The system is designed with emphasis on simplifying the
development and testing of new trackers/controllers and on
developing new trackers and controllers for use in particular
specialized applications. Thanks to the plugin architecture,
a custom tracker and a controller can be deployed with
no software changes to the proposed platform (except for
customization of the ROS launch and config files). This helps
users to keep the core unchanged and therefore updated
and it simplifies customization for a particular project and
application, even when a single UAV is shared by multiple
users and projects.
C. Reference controllers
The feedback controllers, which are described in Sec. V,
form part of a bank of controllers loaded by the Control man-
ager. The SE(3) controller (Sec. V-F) takes on the role of an
agile and fast controller that is capable of executing aggressive
maneuvers with accelerations approaching 10 m s−2. The MPC
controller (Sec. V-G) is almost immune against estimation
noise and disturbances, and also against reference infeasi-
bilities. Furthermore, we utilize a Failsafe controller, which
provides feed-forward action in situations when feedback is
not computable.
D. Reference trackers
The trackers are the reference generators for the controllers.
Although we use the MPC tracker [34] most of the time,
there are scenarios where different approaches are required.
We intentionally separated landing and take-off reference gen-
eration to another tracker, called the Landoff tracker. Landing
and take-off do not usually require fast maneuvers, agility,
or tracking of complex trajectories. In contrast, admittance
tracking is used to mitigate excessive control errors due to the
UAV being trapped on the ground by an unwanted mechanical
attachment during take-off. In addition, research on UAV
swarming [36], [37] often requires more direct access to the
desired states of the UAV. For those situations, we provide the
Speed tracker, which allows direct control of the desired speed
and/or acceleration of the UAV, while maintaining the desired
23Mavros, a ROS interface to the Mavlink protocol and thus to the Pixhawk
flight controller http://github.com/mavlink/mavros
height and heading. In the Speed tracker, we only constrain
the first derivative of given references by a low-pass filter,
which gives users more hands-on control over the hardware
while still maintaining safety.
E. Gain & Constraint Management
Dynamic constraints are supplied and managed globally
for all trackers and controllers by the Constraint manager.
Pre-defined groups of constraints are loaded during each
software startup, allowing users to switch between them in
mid-flight. The following dynamic constraints are considered
within one group: speed, acceleration, jerk, and snap for hor-
izontal translation, and for vertical ascending and for vertical
descending translation. For rotations, we consider heading
speed, acceleration, jerk and snap, and the intrinsic roll, pitch,
and yaw rates. The group can be designated with a name
(e.g., slow, medium, fast) and can be assigned to a matrix
of allowed constraints for each type of estimator. A fallback
option (a default constraint group) is also defined for each
state estimator type. When the estimator type is switched
during a flight, the fallback constraint group is switched
automatically, if the group is missing within the allowed
constraints. The Mission & navigation software can switch the
constraint groups on demand, but only if they are within the
list of allowed constraints. The Constraint manager transfers
the particular constraint values to the Control manager, which
distributes the values to all loaded trackers and controllers.
A similar mechanism is employed to manage the SE(3)
controller gains, since the gains depend on the particular
application and on the type of sensor fusion that is used. Again,
groups of gains are defined (e.g., soft, medium, tight) and are
assigned to the estimator types. This mechanism is necessary,
especially when the estimators that are used vary significantly
in their noise parameters and therefore require different gains
to make a flight possible.
F. UAV Manager
The UAV manager implements essential high-level state
machines for take-off and landing. Both take-off and landing
routines can use a specified tracker and controller. The selected
tracker and controller are also automatically activated after
take-off. The user or the Mission & navigation software may
issue an instruction to land immediately, or after returning
to the last take-off location, or after flying to particular
coordinates.
G. Mission & navigation software
In a typical scenario, the UAV control pipeline is com-
manded by a user directly, using a remote terminal, or by
onboard mission control software. Typically, both scenarios
include supplying the control pipeline with desired references,
trajectories, switching between constraints, trackers, and con-
trollers. Although this element of the system is essential in
practical applications, it is highly application-specific and it
is independent of the core control pipeline. For examples
of practical applications of the proposed control pipeline,
including references to relevant perception, planning, and
mission control algorithms, see Sec. VIII.
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Control manager MPC tracker
Landoff tracker
Constraint manager
UAV manager
Speed tracker
...
SE(3) controller
MPC controller
Gain manager
Failsafe controller
...
Mavros
Pixhawk
State estimator
Mavros
Pixhawk
Optic flow
Camera
Height sensorRTK GPS SLAM
2D/3D LIDAR
Fig. 5: An illustration of the implementation diagram of the proposed
UAV system. Onboard sensors and actuator modules are depicted
as grey blocks. The sensor combination varies depending on the
particular UAV task. White blocks represent ROS components re-
sponsible for managing sensors or for interacting with the actuators
(Mavros). Green blocks stand for feedback controllers (see Sec. VI-C)
and red blocks stand for reference trackers (see Sec. VI-D). Purple
blocks represent high-level components that provide the controllers
and trackers with up-to-date data and maintain the synchronicity of
the events. These include controller, tracker and estimator switching,
gain and constraint scheduling, and take-off and landing.
H. Simulation environment
The simulation software is a crucial tool for robotic re-
search. For this purpose, we have developed our simulation
environment, which is also made publicly available24. It makes
use of the open-source Gazebo simulator25 and it is set up
for multiple different variants of our hardware UAV platforms
(DJI f450, DJI f550, Tarot 650 sport). It can also easily
be extended to a new hardware setup. All UAV hardware
elements, including the Pixhawk flight controller, the actuators,
and various sensors are simulated with high fidelity, so there
is only a minimal difference between simulated flight and
real-world flight when using the proposed UAV system. This
ensures a smooth transition between simulation and reality,
which significantly accelerates the deployment of new robotic
methods and algorithms.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We performed a series of experiments to demonstrate the
control and tracking performance of the proposed system in
various conditions. All experiments were carried out in the real
world as and also in the proposed simulator environment using
the Tarot 650 platform (see Fig. 6). Figure 11 shows photos
from the experiments, as described in the following sections.
As shown in the comparative figures within this section, the
dynamics system behaves almost identically in simulation as
well as in real world. Importantly, the conducted maneuvers
were near to the physical limits of the tested UAV, particularly
its maximum thrust.
24Simulation, http://github.com/ctu-mrs/simulation
25Gazebo simulator, http://gazebosim.org
A. Agile tracking of step position references
A step reference with increasing size in the desired position
was supplied to the reference tracker. Figure 7 shows the
position, the velocity and the acceleration of the UAV under a
series of step references in a single axis. Figure 8 shows the
position of the UAV when commanded with a 3D step ref-
erence. Both situations demonstrate precise and agile control
near the limits of the physical capabilities of the UAV given
the state constraints: x˙max = 9 m s−1, x¨max = 12 m s−2,
˙¨xmax = 50 m s
−3, ¨¨xmax = 50 m s−4.
B. Circular trajectory
Tracking a circular trajectory is a challenging task due to
the ever-changing acceleration of the vehicle. Figures 9 and 10
show the x, y position, and the heading η of the UAV while
tracking a horizontal trajectory with a radius of 5 m and a
speed of 7 m s−1. The UAV produced centripetal acceleration
close to 10 m s−2 to maintain the circular motion. Figure 9
shows a trajectory with the heading pointing towards the center
of the circle. This is the simplest scenario, for several reasons.
The air drag acts on the vehicle from the same direction
throughout the flight, enabling an estimate to be made using
the proposed body disturbance estimator. In addition, this
situation does not create any parasitic heading rate, and the
desired heading rate is completely satisfied with just the ω1
and ω2 angular velocities. On the other hand, Fig. 10 shows a
circular trajectory with a constant heading in the world. This is
a challenging trajectory to follow, since the air drag cannot be
estimated using the proposed pipeline, and the motion requires
continuous action using the angular velocity ω3 to produce
the feedforward heading rate motion and to compensate the
parasitic heading rate. However, despite these difficulties, the
SE(3) controller is able to track trajectories of this type with
an average position error of 0.5 m, and 0.1 m for the first case.
As with the step references, these circular trajectories are near
the physical limits of the tested UAV.
C. Estimator noise suppression
The proposed MPC controller provides stabilization and
control even with a noisy state estimate. It is vital to deploy
this type of control scheme in scenarios where the localization
system may produce noisy measurements. Tuning a state
estimator to smooth out the noise in the estimated states is
not always an option, as it can increase the transfer delay of
the estimator to such an extent that the estimator can make
the closed loop unstable. We therefore, we prefer to use a
controller that is resistant to excessive noise in the estimated
states. Figure 12 shows a simulation of the stabilization
properties of the MPC controller and the SE(3) controller,
when the estimated position and velocity are increasingly
noisy. The performance of the MPC controller allows the flight
to continue even after a significant noise is present, whereas
the SE(3) controller would possibly lead to a premature
uncontrolled landing due to excessive control actions leading
to a loss of onboard localization systems.
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Fig. 6: The Tarot 650 UAV platform is modeled with high fidelity within the simulation platform provided here.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of the simulated response and the real response to a step position reference rd in a single axis. The UAV was controlled
using the SE(3) controller. The graphs show the position, the velocity and the acceleration of the system, in terms of both the control
reference χ and the estimated state x. The MPC tracker operated with the following constraints: x˙max = 9 m s−1, x¨max = 12 m s−2,
˙¨xmax = 50 m s
−3, ¨¨xmax = 50 m s−4.
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Fig. 8: Comparison of the simulated response and the real response to a step position reference rd in all three translation axes. The UAV
was controlled using the SE(3) controller. The graphs show the x, y and z position of the UAV, in terms of both the control reference χ and
the estimated state x. The MPC tracker operated with the following constraints: x˙max = 9 m s−1, x¨max = 12 m s−2, ˙¨xmax = 50 m s−3,
¨¨xmax = 50 m s
−4.
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Fig. 9: Comparison of the simulated tracking and the real tracking of a horizontal circular reference rd with a 5 m radius, 7 m s−1 speed,
constant height, and with the heading pointing towards the center of the circle. The UAV was controlled using the SE(3) controller. The
graphs show the x, y position of the UAV and heading η in terms of both the control reference χ and the estimated state x.
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Fig. 10: Comparison of the simulated tracking and the real tracking of a horizontal circular reference rd with a 5 m radius, 7 m s−1 speed,
constant height, and a constant heading. The UAV was controlled using the SE(3) controller. The graphs show the x, y position of the UAV
and heading η in terms of both the control reference χ and the estimated state x.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 11: Photo collage of a UAV performing aggressive testing maneuvers. Figures (a) and (b) depict the UAV performing the 3D step
reference, as showcased in Fig. 8. Figure (c) shows a top-down view of the circular trajectory, showcased in Fig. 10 and in Fig. 9. Go to
http://mrs.felk.cvut.cz/mrs-uav-system for video material from the experiments.
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Fig. 12: Comparison of simulated control performance under noisy UAV state estimate x. A simulated ground truth is denoted by x∗. The
UAV state estimate is based upon noisy position and velocity measurements (e.g., visual odometry) with artificial noise drawn from the
distribution N (µ, σ2), where µ = 0.0 and σ = {0.0, 0.1, 1.0, 2.0}. The MPC controller (first row) successfully stabilizes the UAV without
producing excessive tilts ∠(bˆ3, eˆ3) and tilt control errors. The SE(3) controller (second row) handles the situation with more difficulty while
producing excessive tilts and tilt control errors. The control action of the MPC controller is thus fit for noisy localization systems. The SE(3)
controller may destabilize the UAV and disturb the onboard localization systems with excessive control actions.
D. Estimator position jump handling
As in the case of high estimator noise, the MPC controller
outperforms the SE(3) controller in terms of resistance to
state estimator infeasibilities. Jumps in the estimated positions
are common problem with onboard SLAMs. Similarly, jumps
in the control reference may occur when developing and
testing new trajectory tracking approaches. Figure 13 shows
a feedback reaction of both controllers to a 5 m jump in
the estimated position. The MPC controller minimizes the
control error smoothly while satisfying its internal state con-
straints (2 m s−1 speed, 2 m s−2 acceleration) and producing
mild control actions. The SE(3) controller also stabilizes the
UAV. However, the controlled states are unbounded, leading
to excessive tilts and again possibly to the loss of onboard
localization systems.
VIII. PUSHING THE FRONTIERS OF UAV RESEARCH
The proposed UAV system has been used extensively for
evaluating of basic research outside laboratory conditions, in
applied research, and during real-world verification of novel
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Fig. 13: Simulated comparison of control reactions to a 5 m jump in the estimated position of the UAV x (e.g., due to a malfunction of a
localization system), x∗ stands for the ground truth. The MPC controller (first row) successfully minimizes the control error while satisfying
its dynamics constraints (2 m s−1 speed, 2 m s−2 acceleration) and thus produces reasonably small tilts ∠(bˆ3, eˆ3) and tilt control errors.
The SE(3) controller (second row) handles the situation with more difficulty while producing unbounded speed, acceleration, and therefore
excessive tilts and tilt control errors, which may further disturb the onboard localization systems.
approaches within robotic challenges and competitions. The
system has been evolving continuously over the years as we
have faced the challenges of various scenarios described in
this section. None of the previously published papers contains
a complete and up-to-date description of the system, mainly
due to their focus on high-level robotics tasks. This publication
therefore focuses solely on the underlying UAV system, which
has been shaped by the vast number of application scenarios
that have required different onboard sensor configurations. One
of the main contributions of this publication resulting from the
diverse application requirements is the creation of a universal
system. The following subsections will briefly discuss the
major results achieved using the proposed architecture.
A. UAV mutual detection and localization
The system played an integral role in the ongoing research
on relatively-localized UAV swarms and formations. Onboard
marker-less UAV detection and localization were studied in
[38], [39]. Two approaches to UAV detection were proposed,
and were experimentally verified with the proposed system: a
Convolutional Neural Network-based method, and a system for
processing depth-camera images. Mutual localization of UAVs
within swarms and formations was presented in [40], [41],
[42], [43]. The system relies on modulated Ultra-Violet (UV)
Light-emitting Diode (LED) blinkers, which are detected using
specialized onboard cameras (see Fig. 14). This Ultra-Violet
Direction And Ranging (UVDAR) system is also available as
open-source26.
B. UAV motion planning
Basic research on optimal planning for data collection with
UAVs was studied in [44], [45], [46], [47], [48]. The platform
provided real-world verification and showed the feasibility of
the proposed approaches. Coverage optimization for multi-
UAV cooperative surveillance was tackled in [49], [50]. Com-
plex maneuvers and cooperative load-carrying by multiple
UAVs were reported on in [51], [52].
26UVDAR, http://github.com/ctu-mrs/uvdar
UV blinkers
UV cameras
(a) (b)
Fig. 14: Mutual localization of UAVs by the UVDAR system is
provided by (a) UV blinkers on the UAV arms and top. The blinkers
are observed by onboard cameras (b) equipped with UV band pass
filters.
C. Automatic control
A system for automatic gain tuning for the SE(3) controller
(see Sec. V-F) was published in [53]. A novel optimal control
design approach for automatic fire extinguishing is showcased
in [54]. The properties of the SE(3) geometric feedback
proved crucial for verifying the feasibility of the almost-free-
fall trajectories designed to dispatch water during extreme
maneuvers (see Fig. 15).
(a) (b)
Fig. 15: Novel control approaches can be tested on a real hardware.
Off-the-shelf platforms such as (a) Tarot 650, and also (b) custom-
built airframes, can be equipped with the proposed system.
D. Data gathering
The system is being used actively in a project working on
indoor aerial inspection of historical buildings and monuments
[55], [56], [57]. Within this scenario, a UAV is equipped
with a 3D LiDAR sensor and is automatically guided through
an indoor environment, where it captures detailed imagery
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of hard-to-reach points of interest (see Fig. 16). In another
project27, ionizing radiation mapping and localization is stud-
ied in [58], [59], [60]. Similarly, transmission radio sources
were automatically localized in [61].
(a) (b)
Fig. 16: An inspection of an indoor historical building is conducted
(a) to monitor the state of frescoes, and (b) to assess the state of wall
paintings.
E. UAV swarms and formations
Basic research in the area of UAV swarming and formation
flying was studied in [36], [37], [62]. UAV swarm control
is a relatively new field of research, and its applications are
yet to be explored. One of many possibilities being explored
by the authors is the use of UAVs for inspecting hard-to-
access locations such as power line towers without putting
personnel at risk28. This type of application requires the swarm
coordination to be flexible, and to move, while minimizing
the observed object estimation error. Flocking capabilities are
being explored within the framework of ongoing projects with
real-world experiments in a field, and also within a forest
environment (see Fig. 17). Interactions between UAVs are
studied in order to overcome challenging situations such as
GNSS-denied environment navigation.
(a)
UAVs
(b)
Fig. 17: Swarms of multirotor UAVs testing novel flocking algorithms
while localized (a) by a GNSS system, and (b) by onboard sensors
only within a forest environment.
F. MBZIRC 2017 competition
The Mohamed Bin Zayed International Robotics Challenge
(MBZIRC) 201729 aimed at pushing the frontiers of field
robotics. Two tasks out of the three challenges within the
competition were focused solely on aerial manipulation and
UAV control. The competition imposed real-world constraints
in its tasks that forced the participating teams to show the
current state of the art in robotics and to perform the tasks
within a short time window and within specified time slots.
27http://mrs.felk.cvut.cz/radron
28https://aerial-core.eu
29MBZIRC competition, http://mbzirc.com/challenge/2017
The first task — autonomous gathering of colored ferrous
objects by a group of UAVs — was successfully tackled by the
CTU-UPENN-UoL30 team, using the proposed system [63],
[50], [64] (see Fig. 18). We won 1st place among the best
teams from all over the world. The second task of autonomous
landing on a moving car was also tackled by the proposed
system. We achieved the fastest autonomous landing among all
the teams, and we took the 2nd place overall in the competition
[65], [66].
(a) (b)
Fig. 18: The CTU-UPENN-UoL team during the MBZIRC 2017
competition. The photos show (a) two UAVs while delivering ferrous
objects, and (b) a UAV during autonomous landing on a moving car.
G. The DARPA Subterranean (SubT) challenge
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), an agency of the United States Department of
Defense, organizes series of challenges focused on automatic
search & rescue in an underground environment — the
DARPA Subterranean challenge. In the DARPA Tunnel
Circuit, the first round of the challenge, we deployed
autonomous UAVs and semi-autonomous ground robots
to explore underground mine shafts [67], [68]. Our team
deployed autonomous UAVs with the proposed system
(see Fig. 19), which navigated the underground tunnels
and returned safely to the entrance while autonomously
localizing objects of interest. We won the 1st prize among
the self-funded teams and the 3rd prize overall. To the best
of our knowledge, our UAVs managed to explore a greater
distance into the tunnels than any of the other teams.
(a) (b)
Fig. 19: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles during the DARPA SubT chal-
lenge. The photos depict (a) a UAV exploring an underground mine,
and (b) mapping an unfinished nuclear power plant.
In the DARPA Urban Circuit, the second round of the chal-
lenge, we deployed autonomous UAVs and semi-autonomous
ground robots to explore the infrastructure of an unfinished
nuclear power plant. Our UAVs managed to explore 2867 m3
30collaboration of Czech Technical University in Prague, University of
Pennsylvania, and the University of Lincoln
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of one floor of the reactor building while automatically nav-
igating up to 100 m in just 200 s in a completely unknown
environment. We again took 1st place among the self-funded
teams, and 3rd place overall. Scientific publications on tasks
within the Urban Circuit are under preparation.
H. MBZIRC 2020 competition
The second round of the MBZIRC competition was orga-
nized in 2020. It pushed the current state of the art in aerial
robotics to its limits, with tasks such as organizing a group
of UAVs and a UGV to build a brick wall autonomously,
autonomous indoor and outdoor firefighting with UAVs, and
autonomously catching a ball carried by a UAV, performed
simultaneously with balloon popping by a group of UAVs
(see Fig. 20). All of the tasks were solved using the proposed
UAV system, and our participation in the competition helped to
consolidate many of the platform’s functionalities. The CTU-
UPENN-NYU31 team achieved the highest score of all the
teams for building the brick wall autonomously. We also took
2nd in the autonomous balloon popping and ball-catching task.
We won the gold medal in the grand challenge in which all
the tasks were tested simultaneously. Scientific publications
reporting on MBZIRC 2020 are under preparation.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Fig. 20: The CTU-UPENN-NYU team during the MBZIRC 2020
competition. The photos depict (a) autonomous wall building, (b)
autonomous ball catching, (c) autonomous fire extinguishing, (d)
autonomous fire blanket deployment, and (e) autonomous balloon
popping.
I. IEEE RAS Summer School on Multi-robot Systems
The proposed system was used as an educational tool during
the 2019 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) Robotics and Automation Society (RAS) summer
school on multirobot systems32. More than 70 international
students were challenged to solve a multi-UAV Dubins travel-
ing salesman problem with neighborhoods during the summer
school exercises. Student solutions were put to test during an
outdoor experimental session.
31collaboration between the Czech Technical University in Prague, the
University of Pennsylvania, and the New York University
32http://mrs.felk.cvut.cz/summer-school-2019
IX. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a multirotor UAV control and estimation
system created with emphasis on realistic simulations and
real-world experiments. The system is a product of years
of cutting-edge research on aerial systems and their use in
various branches of autonomous robotics. The proposed archi-
tecture allows reliable deployment of UAVs outside laboratory
conditions using only onboard sensors. The proposed control
pipeline supports fast and agile maneuvers as well as safe flight
even with noisy and unreliable sensors. We have provided a
well-documented and open-source implementation, which is
being actively used by many researchers in the field. The MRS
team at CTU in Prague has achieved outstanding results in
robotics challenges and competitions using this system. The
experience gained from the challenges helped to shape the
proposed system into the presented form.
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